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Open data is digital data that is made 

available with the technical and legal 

characteristics necessary for it to be freely 

used, reused, and redistributed by anyone, 

anytime, anywhere. 

 



Open data  is a key public good and 

presents opportunities to provide innovative, 

evidence-based policy solutions and support 

economic benefits and social development 

for all members of society. 

 



Who we are 

opendatacharter.org 

The Open Data Charter is a collaboration between governments and experts working to open up data. 
It was founded in 2015 around six principles for how governments should be publishing information.  
 

The shared aspiration is that data should be open by default, timely and interoperable.  



Our mission 

opendatacharter.org 

Open data holds the promise of helping solve tough policy problems, improving governance and 
government responsiveness, and promoting more inclusive and equitable societies. 
 
Our goal is to embed open data as a central ingredient to achieving better solutions to the most 
pressing policy challenges of our time.   
 
We seek to ensure that responses to the problems governments face are data driven and 
participatory, and that this influences how governments are building their broader data infrastructures 
and information systems.  
 

 



How we do this 

opendatacharter.org 

We do this by setting global norms and demonstrating what they can achieve: 
 

1. Setting norms: As stewards of global principles, that represent the gold standard for what good 
open data looks like, including that opening up data in isolation is less effective than if targeted 
at solving specific policy problems.  
 

2. Demonstration projects: Demonstrate how principles translate into action through the 
development and piloting of Open Up Guides, that offer practical guidance for government 
reformers to open up datasets in ways that are most likely to yield specific and tangible benefits 
to citizens.  

 



Data impact framework 

opendatacharter.org 

There has been a growing recognition that opening up data in isolation is less effective than it can be 
if targeted at solving specific policy problems—that “publish with purpose” can deliver more than 
“publish and they will come”. 
 
The Charter’s Open Up Guides explain in practical terms what types of datasets can be used to solve 
specific problems and how this data should be published. 

https://airtable.com/shrHY9KFJ5bircwvx/tblOY2aw1hYUuJze9


Six Core Principles 

1. Open Data by Default 

 

2. Timely and Comprehensive 

 

3. Accessible and Usable 

 

4. Comparable and Interoperable 

 

5. For Improved Governance and Citizen Engagement 

 

6. For Inclusive Development and Innovation 
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Adoption Mechanism 



Our network 

opendatacharter.org 



Our resources  

opendatacharter.org 

- Open Up Field Guides 

- Open Up Guide on Anticorruption 

- Open Data Charter Measurement Guide 

- Open Up Guide on Agriculture 
 

More:  
https://opendatacharter.net/resource-centre/ 
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